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 SUMMARY

 In testing for the number of components in a mixture, it is well known that regularity
 conditions do not hold for minus twice the log likelihood ratio to have its usual asymptotic
 null distribution of chi-squared. In an attempt to overcome some of the problems, it has
 been proposed in the literature that a prior distribution be placed on the mixing proportions.
 We show here that the usual regularity conditions still do not hold.
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 1. INTRODUCTION

 Let X1,... , X, denote n independent p-dimensional random variables with common probability
 density function

 9

 h(x)= E -i(x),(1)
 i = 1

 where the mixing proportions are nonnegative and sum to one, and the fi(x) denote component
 densities whose dependence on unknown parameters is suppressed for the moment. In many
 situations in practice, for example in cluster analysis where the number of components
 corresponds to the number of clusters, there is no a priori knowledge of g. An obvious way
 of approaching this problem is to use the likelihood ratio test statistic A to test for the smallest
 value of g compatible with the data. Unfortunately with mixture models, the usual regularity
 conditions do not hold for -2 log A to have its standard asymptotic null distribution of
 chi-squared with degrees of freedom equal to the difference between the number of parameters
 under the null and alternative hypotheses. The main problem is the lack of identifiability of
 the parameters even when the class of mixtures is identifiable. A comprehensive account of
 the breakdown in regularity conditions has been given recently by Ghosh and Sen (1985); see
 also Hartigan (1985a, b), Titterington (1981), and Titterington, Smith and Makov (1985). These
 and additional references are surveyed in McLachlan and Basford (1987).
 Previously, Wolfe (1971) had suggested using the chi-squared approximation, but with the

 degrees of freedom taken to be twice the difference between the number of parameters under
 the null and alternative hypotheses, ignoring the mixing proportions. Aitkin, Anderson and
 Hinde (1981) have expressed reservations about the adequacy of such chi-squared approxima-
 tions for the null distribution of -2 log A, and have outlined a solution to the general problem
 essentially using a bootstrap approach. More recently, Aitkin and Rubin (1985) have adopted
 an approach which places a prior distribution on the vector of mixing proportions. With this
 proposal any null hypothesis about the number of components is specified in the interior of
 the parameter space. However, it will be demonstrated in this note that the regularity conditions
 usually assumed to obtain the standard asymptotic results still do not hold. Indeed, there will
 be no guarantee of there being a local maximizer of the "likelihood function" near the "true"
 value of the parameter vector.
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 2. PRIOR DISTRIBUTION ON MIXING PROPORTIONS

 It is assumed in the sequel that the component densities in the mixture belong to the same
 p-parameter family f(x; 0), where 0 lies in some parameter space Q. Hence the mixture
 density (1.1) can be written as

 g

 h(x) = -rf(x; 00).

 Under the proposal of Aitkin and Rubin (1985), the likelihood ratio test statistic A is formed
 after first integrating the likelihood of ? = (0', . .., 0g)' and X over a prior distribution of x,
 say fj(). We let L(0) denote the log likelihood so obtained, that is,

 L(6) = log { = r1xfXk 7}(it)dit. k- ={Ir = I

 In testing the null hypothesis Ho of a single component versus a mixture of g components,
 we specify Ho by

 Ho: 0 = fio = (0o, * o)',

 where 00 is the (unspecified) common value of 01,..., 0g. We now show that, under H0,

 An= -n-' 02L(?0)/a00'

 is not positive definite, with nonzero probability as n -+ oc. This contrasts with a usual regularity
 condition needed to prove that -2 log A is asymptotically chi-squared under Ho, namely
 that An converge in probability to a constant positive definite matrix.

 Theorem. Let u(O; X) = log f(X; 0) be twice differentiable in a neighbourhood of 00 and
 suppose that the support of f(x; 00) does not depend on 00 and that the covariance matrix
 of Ou(00; X)/00 is finite if X has probability density function f(x; 00). Then under Ho the
 probability that An is positive definite converges as n -s oc to

 where Z1, ..., Zp are distributed independently as standard normal random variables.

 Proof. Let

 n

 YI = E aN400; Xk)/aO
 k= 1

 n

 Y2 = E {e2f(Xk; 0O)/a00'}/f(Xk; 00)
 k= 1

 n

 Y3 = Z (a*400; Xk) 0O0 Xk)/a0').
 k= 1

 It is then easily shown that

 a2 L(00)1a0ja0j= b3jE(ij)Y2 + E(i7rjjXYjY -Y3)

 -E(-nj)E(nj)(YIY') (2.1)

 where bi5 is the Kronecker delta and E in (2.1) refers to expectation over the prior distribution
 of i.
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 Now, as n so under Ho, we have that
 L

 Y/>Vn -+ N(O,3),

 a.s.

 Y2/n -+ 0,

 and

 a.s.

 Y3/n -,

 where

 3 = E{(@u(00; X)/@OX@u(00; X)/aO')}

 evaluated under Ho. It follows that

 q = lim Pr{A5 > 0}
 n-o

 = Pr{E(nnt') 0 3- cov(i)?3 (WW') > O},

 where W- N(O, J'). Thus

 q = Pr{E(nni') 09 Ip - cov(i) ?D (ZZ') > O}

 where Z = (Z1, ..., Zp)' - N(O, Ip), and Ip is the p-dimensional identity matrix.
 After some rearrangement of terms it may then be shown that

 q = Pr{ ajE(irc')aj -( a;Zj)cov(r)( E akZk)
 j= 1 1 k= 1

 >0, for all a1,..-, aPcR9\{0}}

 Pr{ sup ( a a;Zj)cov(r)( E akZk) <P}-
 jE ' 1.

 Using Lagrange multipliers to maximize

 (Ea'Z, cov(n)( ak)

 subject to the constraints

 ajE(nx')aj= 1 (.=1, ...,

 it is found that the optimizing aj's satisfy equations of the form

 aj= cjd,
 where d is the same for all j. Since

 a jE(xnt')a = I for 1

 for all j, it follows without loss of generality that
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 where cj= ?1. Thus

 q = Pr{ sup ( E cjZj) d'cov(7t)d < p}
 cl,, ,, d: . j=

 cj ? 1, d'E (Wn')'d = I

 = Pr{( zi I ')dsup d'cov(7r)d < p}
 j { d:d'E(n t')d = 1

 =Pr{ E I Zi I) 1 inf (d'E(1t))2] < p}
 j = I1 d :d'E(n n')d= I

 since d may be chosen so that d'E(2un')d = I and d'E(n) = 0. U
 It is remarkable that the result does not depend on the number of groups or on the specific

 parametric family.
 The probability q is equal to 0.683, 0.466, and 0.288 for p = 1, 2, and 3 respectively. q is

 given by Pr{%2 < 1} for p = 1 and by [Pr{x2 < 1}]2 for p = 2, while 0.288 was arrived at by
 numerical integration. q quickly becomes small with increasing p. If the component densities
 are three-dimensional normal, for example, then p = 9 and q is only 0.0035 (obtained by
 simulation).

 3. DISCUSSION

 The previous theorem shows that the behaviour of the second derivative of - L(D)/n in a
 neighbourhood of 00 is unusual. It is conjectured that the above use of a prior distribution
 for the mixing proportions does not lead to consistent estimation of 0 when Ho is true, and
 consequently that the likelihood ratio statistic will not be distributed asymptotically as
 chi-squared.
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